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We analyze the validity of the �utuation-dissipation theorem for slow relaxation systems in the

ontext of mesosopi nonequilibrium thermodynamis. We demonstrate that the violation arises as

a natural onsequene of the elimination of fast variables in the desription of a glassy system, and

it is intrinsially related to the underlying ativated nature of slow relaxation. In addition, we show

that the onept of e�etive temperature, introdued to haraterize the magnitude of the violation,

is not robust sine it is observable-dependent, an diverge, or even be negative.

Many nonequilibrium systems in nature evolve in time

following slow relaxation proesses. Examples of this be-

havior are usually enountered in glassy systems [1℄, poly-

mers [2℄, granular �ows [3℄, foams [4℄, and rumpled ma-

terials [5℄ to mention just a few. A omplete and satisfa-

tory haraterization of these systems onstitutes nowa-

days one of the most hallenging issues of nonequilibrium

statistial physis. The main feature of slow proesses is

that the relaxation time may exeed signi�antly the ob-

servation time sale in suh a way that the system an be

onsidered as being permanently out of equilibrium. This

peuliarity is the origin of a distintive behavior whih

di�ers markedly from the ase in whih relaxation ours

in shorter time sales. The existene of aging regimes [6℄

and the violation of the �utuation-dissipation theorem

(FDT) [7℄ onstitute examples of this behavior.

For all these reasons, the straightforward appliation of

equilibrium onepts, appropriate to desribe fast relax-

ation proesses, to out of equilibrium situations, inherent

to slow relaxation dynamis, beomes in priniple doubt-

ful. However, our purpose in this Letter is to show that,

when nonequilibrium thermodynami onepts are ap-

plied at the mesosopi level [8℄, one may justify many of

the peuliarities of the behavior observed in glassy sys-

tems. In partiular, we will show that the violation of

FDT is a natural onsequene of the ativated nature of

the dynamis of a slow relaxing system. Starting from

a more detailed desription in whih the system an be

safely onsidered as near equilibrium and evolves via a

di�usion proess, we will show that the impliit elimina-

tion of the fast variables, leads to an ativated regime

where the system beomes far from equilibrium and on-

sequently the FDT is not ful�lled. Coarsening the level of

desription is then the origin of the violation of the FDT

in strong glasses. Preisely, one way to haraterize this

violation is through the onept of e�etive temperature.

We will also disuss the validity and robustness of this

onept.

It is well established that the evolution of many sys-

tems an be desribed in terms of its energy landsape

[9, 10℄, representing the (free) energy as a funtion of

an order parameter or reation oordinate  [11℄. Com-

plex systems exhibit a very intriate landsape with a

great multipliity of wells separated by barriers. Whereas

at high temperatures the system may explore the whole

landsape at low enough temperatures the dynamis re-

dues basially to two elementary proesses: a fast relax-

ation toward the loal minima via a di�usion proess, and

a slow ativated proess in whih the system overomes

the barrier toward the next minimum. The presene of

the barriers is thus the ause for the slow evolution of

the system. Hene, the ase of a single barrier aptures

the essential mehanism of the slow dynamis. To show

how the ativated nature of the slow evolution of the sys-

tem an be responsible of some of the peuliarities of the

response of glasses we will then fous on the simpli�ed

model of a bistable potential.

It is then plausible to assume that the evolution of the

system ours via a di�usion proess through its poten-

tial landsape parameterized by the -oordinate, whih

will be haraterized by the di�usion urrent J(;t)and

the orresponding hemial potential �(;t). As any

di�usion proess, it an be treated in the framework

of nonequilibrium thermodynamis [12℄. Assuming lo-

al equilibrium in -spae, variations of the entropy �s

related to hanges in the probability density �(;t) are

given through the Gibbs equation

�s= �
1

T

Z

� (;t)�� (;t)d; (1)

where T is the temperature.

The entropy prodution inherent to the di�usion pro-

ess, � � @s=@t,

� = �
1

T

Z

J(;t)
@

@
�(;t)d; (2)

follows from Eq. (1), after using the ontinuity equation

in -spae,
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@

@t
� (;t)= �

@

@
J (;t): (3)

From that expression one then infers the relation be-

tween urrent and thermodynami �fore� J (;t) =

� 1

T

R
L(;0) @

@0
�(0;t)d0:The assumptions of loality

in -spae, for whih L(;0) = L()�( � 0), and

ideality, imposing the form of the hemial potential

� (;t)= kB T ln� (;t)+ � (), with kB being the Boltz-

mann onstant, and � ()the bistable potential, provide

the di�usion urrent in -spae

J (;t)= � D e
� � =kB T

@

@
e
�=k B T ; (4)

where D = kB L=� is the di�usion oe�ient, taken to

be onstant as a �rst approximation. When this phe-

nomenologial relation is substituted into the ontinuity

equation (3) one obtains the di�usion equation

@

@t
� (;t)=

@

@
D

�
@

@
� (;t)+

�(;t)

kB T

@

@
�()

�

; (5)

whih governs the evolution of the average probability

density. This result agrees with the one derived from a

master equation [11℄, and indiates that nonequilibrium

thermodynamis an be used at mesosopi level to pro-

vide the fundamental kineti laws of the Fokker-Plank

type governing the dynamis.

The probability density is subjeted to �utuations,

whih may be introdued through a random ontribution

to the urrent, Jr (;t), in Eq. (3) [13℄, satisfying the

�utuation-dissipation theorem in -spae

hJ
r
(;t)J

r
(

0
;t
0
)i= 2D h� (;t)i�( � 

0
)�(t� t

0
); (6)

where h� (;t)i is the solution of Eq. (5). The formula-

tion of a FDT is intimately related to the fat that the

system is in loal equilibrium in -spae.

When the height of the energy barrier separating the

two minima of the potential is large ompared to thermal

energy, whih happens at low enough temperatures, a fast

relaxation toward the loal minima ours, and the sys-

tem ahieves a state of quasi-equilibrium haraterized by

equilibration in eah well. The hemial potential then

beomes a piee-wise ontinuous funtion of the oordi-

nates, � (;t)= � (1;t)� (o � )+ � (2;t)� ( � o);

and onsequently the probability density ahieves the

form

� (;t) = �1 (t)e
� f� ()� � (1)g=kB T

� (o � ) (7)

+ �2 (t)e
� f� ()� � (2)g=kB T

� ( � o):

Here �1 (t)� �(1;t)and �2 (t)� �(2;t)are the values

of the probability density at the minima, � (x)is the unit

step funtion, and o, 1, and 2 are the oordinates of

the maximum, and the minima of the potential, respe-

tively.

Hene, one the fast relaxation toward the loal min-

ima has ourred, the evolution of the system proeeds

by jumps from one well to the other undergoing an ati-

vated proess. In this situation, a ontrated desription

performed in terms of the populations at the wells an be

adopted. This desription orresponds to that of the two

level model for a glass [14, 15℄, a minimal model whih

evolves aording to an ativated dynamis [16℄ onfer-

ring him the harateristi aging properties of glasses,

losely related to hysteresis [17℄. De�ning the integrated

probability N (;t)=
R
� 1

d0�(0;t);and by integration

of the ontinuity equation (3) we obtain

@

@t
N (;t)= � J

s
(;t)� J

r
(;t): (8)

To proeed with the ontration of the dynamis from the

di�usion regime to the two level regime we will introdue

the integral operator P ating on a funtion in -spae

as

P  ()=
1

R2
1

de� =kB T

Z 2

1

de
� =kB T

 (): (9)

Projeting both sides of Eq. (8) with P , using Eqs. (4)

and (7), and evaluating the integrals using the steepest

desent approximation, we obtain the equation governing

the dynamis of the two state system[13℄

dn1

dt
= �

dn2

dt
= � J(t)� J

r
(t); (10)

where n1(t) � N (0;t) and n2(t) = 1 � n1(t) are the

�populations� at eah side of the barrier. The value of

the systemati urrent J(t)� P J (;t), whih is the net

urrent on top of the barrier, is given by

J(t)= k! n1 � k n2 � J! � J ; (11)

whereas Jr(t)= P Jr (;t), is the random urrent, whose

orrelation follows from Eq. (6)

hJ
r
(t)J

r
(t
0
)i= (k! hn1i+ k hn2i)� (t� t

0
): (12)

In the previous expressions, k! and k are the forward

and bakward rate onstants

k! ; =
D
p
�00(1;2)j�

00(0)j

2�kB T
exp

�
�(1;2)� �(0)

kB T

)

:

(13)

It is important to highlight that Eq. (12) evidenes that

the �utuation-dissipation theorem is violated in the a-

tivated proess. Only for �utuations around equilibrium

this equation beomes hJr(t)Jr(t)i= 2k! n
eq

1
�(t� t0);
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whih is the formulation of the �utuation-dissipation

theorem[18℄. In fat, Eq. (10) with this presription on-

stitutes a Orstein-Uhlenbek proess. The failure of the

theorem, whih was initially valid in -spae, results from

the oarsening of the desription. When the dynamial

desription is arried out in terms of the reation oor-

dinate, the system progressively passes from one state to

the other, whih makes it possible the assumption of loal

equilibrium and the formulation of a mesosopi nonequi-

librium thermodynamis. However, when we desribe the

system in a harateristi time sale similar to the obser-

vation time, we are only apturing the ativated proess,

whih is not near equilibrium and aordingly the FDT

does not hold.

The model we have introdued failitates the analy-

sis of the nonequilibrium response of the system. Let

us onsider, for example, the ase of a dynamial ob-

servable O () (energy, density, magnetization, et.). Its

mean value, in the quasi-stationary regime, is h�O (t)i=
R
O ()��(;t)d = (O1 � O2)�n1, where h�O (t)i =

hO (t)i� hO i
eq
;and O 1 and O 2 onstitute the values of

O () in the states 1 and 2, respetively. The response

to an external perturbation � �O (), plugged in at in-

stant tw , will be haraterized by the response funtion

R(t;tw ) = @h�O (t)i=@�(tw )j�! 0
. This quantity an be

alulated from Eq. (10), yielding

R O (t;tw )= e
� (t� tw )=�(O 1 � O2)

[J! (O 1 � O0)� J (O 2 � O0)] ; (14)

where � = (k! + k )
� 1

is the relaxation time for the

ativated proess, whih in view of Eqs. (13) is of the

Arrhenius type. From Eqs. (10) and (12) one an

also alulate the orrelation funtion [19℄, CO (t;tw ) =

h(O (t)� hO (t)i)(O (tw )� hO (tw )i)i, whih for t > tw

and in the limit of large t;tw , is given by

CO (t;tw )= (O 1 � O2)
2
�e

� (t� tw )=�

f(k! � k )h�n1(tw )i+ k! n
eq

1
g: (15)

At equilibrium, i.e. J! = J , the response redues to

R
eq

O
(t;tw )= (O 1 � O2)

2
k! n

eq

1

kB T
e
� (t� tw )=�; (16)

and is proportional to the time derivative of the equilib-

rium orrelation obtained from Eq. (15),

@C
eq

O
(t;tw )

@tw
= (O 1 � O2)

2
k! n

eq

1
e
� (t� tw )=�: (17)

We then reover the FDT relation R
eq

O
= 1=kB T @tw C

eq

O
,

whih holds irrespetive the observable we are onsider-

ing. Out of equilibrium the FDT is not ful�lled, and

its violation is usually quanti�ed in terms of an e�etive

temperature [7℄, T O
eff

, de�ned as

R O (t;tw )�
1

kB T
O
eff

@

@tw
CO (t;tw ): (18)

For the model we are onsidering, the e�etive tempera-

ture, obtained from Eqs. (14) and (15), beomes

T
O
eff = T

1

Ae� tw =� +
�
1� e� tw =�

�; (19)

being A =
k! hn1(0)i(O 1� O 0)� k hn2(0)i(O 2� O 0)

k! n
eq

1
(O 1� O 2)

:

This expression reveals important onlusions. The ef-

fetive temperature T O
eff does depend on the observable

O ()and expliitly on the waiting time tw . The depen-

dene on the observable, whih has also been found in

a trap model for a glass [20℄ and in experiments [21℄,

evidenes that the e�etive temperature is not a robust

quantity. Only for small deviation from equilibrium or

when tw � � , one reovers the familiar result TO
eff

= T

for all observables. It should be noted that our results,

obtained by means of a non-mean �eld approah, di�er

from the ones following from mean �eld models [6, 22℄

(whih yield an e�etive temperature independent of the

observable) beause the latter do not take into aount

the ativated nature of the dynamis [23, 24℄. It also is

worth to mention that, sine T O
eff depends on tw , the

value of the e�etive temperature inferred from the slope

of the FD plots, whih represent the integrated response

of the system �(t;tw ) =
Rt
tw
dt0R(t;t0) against the or-

relation funtion, C (t;tw ), it is not the same as the one

de�ned through Eq. (18).

Several interesting behaviors an be identi�ed upon

variation of the parameter A in Eq. (19). For 0 < A < 1,

the e�etive temperature is higher than the temperature

of the bath T;in agreement with the experimental mea-

surements reported in [27℄. Contrarily, if A > 1 the e�e-

tive temperature is lower than the bath temperature T ;

whereas, if A < 0, T O
eff

may diverge as predited in [7℄,

numerially veri�ed in [25℄, and experimentally suggested

in [26℄, or even beome negative [23℄. All these ases are

illustrated in Fig. 1, and arise from the peuliar behavior

of the nonequilibrium response of an ativated proess.

The e�etive temperature is essentially a measure of the

ratio between the equilibrium and the nonequilibrium re-

sponses of the system. When this ratio is smaller (larger)

than one, then T O
eff

< (> )T . A divergene in T O
eff

ours

when the nonequilibrium response vanishes, and �nega-

tive� e�etive temperatures would be aused by nonequi-

librium responses having a di�erent sign than its equi-

librium ounterpart. These anomalous behaviors an be

tuned by a proper hoie of initial onditions and observ-

ables. To illustrate that fat, we have implemented our

theory for two examples of bistable potentials: a quarti

potential V ()= 4=4+ a3=3� 2=2� a , being a an

adjustable parameter responsible for its asymmetry, and
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FIG. 1: Qualitative behavior of Teff=T as a funtion of tw =�

for A < 0, 0 < A < 1, and A > 1.

the potential V ()= � "cos()+ 1=2sin
2
(), desribing

a monodomain magneti partile [28℄. Seleting di�er-

ent observables and initial onditions, we obtain in both

ases the behaviors of the e�etive temperature shown

in Fig. 1. In summary, we have shown that the origin

of the violation of the FDT is the drasti elimination of

variables one taitly performs to model the system in the

experimental time sale. At this level, the system evolves

undergoing an ativated dynamis, requiring big amounts

of energy to surmount the barriers. Consequently, it is al-

ways far from equilibrium and the FDT, a result stritly

valid at or near equilibrium, is not ful�lled. In the more

omplete senario, when instead of jumping between two

states the system reahes a di�erent state passing pro-

gressively from intermediate on�gurations, i.e. di�using

in a on�guration spae, loal equilibrium an be estab-

lished. One an then proeed with the formulation of

a mesosopi nonequilibrium thermodynamis [29℄, per-

fetly ompatible with the Fokker-Plank level of desrip-

tion, whose underlying stohasti kinetis satis�es FDT.

A widely-used way of quantifying the FDT violation is

through the de�nition of an e�etive temperature. Our

analysis shows that this onept su�ers from a lak of ro-

bustness, sine its value depends on the dynamial vari-

able we measure, and an diverge or even beome nega-

tive. All these problems limit the sope and question the

usefulness of this quantity in the desription of glassy

systems where the ativated dynamis is an unavoidable

ingredient.

The theory we have developed provides a useful frame-

work to desribe the behavior of systems with slow dy-

nami bridging the marosopi and the mesosopi de-

sriptions, by indiating the way to generalize loal equi-

librium onepts.
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